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Introduction

In continued effort to assist Practitioners, Teachers, Coaches and other Professionals of 
recently designed the “Awareness of Being Scale” after being inspired by the Avatar Masters 
Handbook-  www.avatarepc.com. Over the years I have become aware that there are certain 
common “states of being” that occur along the path to successful service. 

The scale is a useful tool to “self diagnose” where you are with regard to any project, idea, 
relationship, creating clients or students and anything else that requires conscious awareness. 
You may desire more understanding of that or you may want to move further along in being of 
service and success rather than “feeling stuck”. Whatever the reason  this tool will serve you.

Every path that you decide take part in requires “building skill’. Skill building is a natural part of 
the learning process at creating anything. This perspective can serve to remove the resistance 
or the feeling of “being stuck” and can deliver you into the dimension of “I am learning” rather 
than “this is to much hard work”. The need for immediate gratification will lower and moving 
along at a reasonable pace with patience becomes attractive.

My hope is that you will allow yourself a period of time of “self directed” diagnosis with where 
you are on your life path at this time. You entered this path with intuitiveness, inspiration and 
purpose...do not despair if it "feels tough" you are tougher!  With this tool I want to facilitate 
your desires to achieve fulfillment more easily and effectively.

I desire that you experience “enlightened self awareness of a way out and forward”. I do not 
want you to blindly move to and froe on a stormy ocean without a sail. I do want you to have 
the wind beneath your wings and within the sails of your ship. Therefore, I offer this “self 
awareness tool” in the hopes of assisting you to greater heights in your service and prosperity.

The Scale begins with assuming that you are interested in discovering where you are on your 
path. Once you're aware of where you are standing you can from there begin a journey “anew”.

The first area of the scale is a numbered “Level”. This is a quick way to reference yourself. 

The next area is labeled “State of Being”. You might instantly relate to the label used here. 
You can confirm the state of being you’re relating to by reading the next area. 

The next area is “Being-ness Defined”. Every state of being we find ourselves in creates a 
situation or set of experiences. Typically we prefer to move toward fulfillment. This being the 
case we want to decide on something that will take us there. In this case the next area of the 
scale will prove helpful.

This area is called “Suggested Program”. The suggestions are just that and not a doctrine 
you must adhere to. You can add to or take away anything here. The point is to assist you in 
beginning to create your way to the next Level on the Scale. You decide how or when to 
implement the program.

If creative ideas arise within your consciousness (and they most certainly will) you can place 
them into the next area of the scale called “Comments/Creative Ideas” 
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Another interesting phenomenon is that as the result of beginning to implement any given 
program. You will instantly begin to enter the next Level on the Scale. This is a very mystical 
experience on a very practical level. You may within seconds, moments, minutes or days jump 
from Confusion to Enlightenment on the scale. Just do it and witness the shift!

We will now explain the Levels of Being in particular. Refer to your copy of the Scale.

Levels of Being

Level 0 Being/Confusion: At this level of being you are probably beyond your understanding 
of where you are. You may have been here for some time. Confronting the unknown will bring 
you into awareness and the potential to gain new skills will arise. Introversion and an apathetic 
nature will only result in continued avoidance. Try anything and you will awaken into the next 
Level of Being.  

Level 1 Being/Struggle: A positive way of looking at this is as a state of sorting out the 
confusion. What works and does not work? It is a learning situation. How long you struggle is 
for you to decide. To accelerate through struggle find a person at least at Level 4 and 
producing results routinely. Don’t just help/shadow them during client or teaching time. 
Volunteer between times and witness how they handle the process. Another method is to 
study this material deeply, roll up your sleeves and proceed with trial and error.

Level 2 Being/Some Results: This is a time to celebrate. It is a signal that the real progress 
you desire is still ahead. You now know that effort does produce results and that among the 
many incorrect efforts is the real truth of how to do this easily. How did you do it? What steps 
did you take? How can you duplicate the results?  Have someone who you see as an 
empowered colleague to coach you into discovering the answers to these and other unknowns
within your small results. Without discovering these answers you will most likely enter and stay
within the next Level of Being and or fail. 

Level 3 Being/Frustration: This is a State of Being that creates failure if you do not discover 
how you achieved Some Results in level 2. Often achieving some results can be more luck 
than skill, at least without assistance. Frustration can also be a signal that you are on the path 
to a breakthrough if you slow down and take an “honest look” at how you got here. Delving into
your self a bit more may help as well. What self defeating way of looking at things may be 
causing frustration, stagnation or lack of results? Investigate, become an explorer who seeks 
out what really works for you, strikes a chord and resonates. No Shame and No Blame!

Level 4 Being/Routine Performance: When anything becomes routine it’s an indication that 
you have minimized the energy you have been expending. It’s laziness that will result in a 
decline of results. Inconsistent behavior may exist as well. You get fired up after some results 
and ride that emotion without using it as momentum. You may slide back into frustration if you 
do not continue to apply what you know. The magic lies in doing-ness. Reach out to someone 
you know in struggle, assist them and rebuild your self confidence. Feed more energy into the 
pool of consciousness and you will receive much more.

Level 5 Being/Confidence: This is a level that you reach after having demonstrated 
competence to yourself at repeating Level 4 easily. It is reached after several periods of 
routine performance and having learned and applied awareness of right steps. It is not a state 
of arrogance but of confidence. Confidence in oneself does not need to compete. Competence
is inclusive of others, cooperative and collaborative.



Level 6 Being/Leading: The best leaders obtain authority by proving themselves to be 
competent. The highest quality leaders show up in times of crisis. But, leaders can deliberately
assume authority to perform “great works”. Doing this requires that you have gained confident 
performance abilities routinely for some time. You have obviously risen through the scale of 
being-ness into awareness of who you are in any given situation. You have standardized your 
processes, trained others, delegated and share. You are ready to collaborate and create a self 
sustaining flow of business that is in service to humanity with others. 

Level 7 Being/Enlightenment: Most leaders may never reach this level on the scale. In fact 
many get stuck in frustration and never create their way out. But, the leader that works their 
way through the steps one at a time deliberately will achieve enlightenment that comes most 
natural. Service to others requires discernment, intuition and the ability to foresee 
consequences. Enlightenment is in being of “real service”, not in creating dependencies. It is 
broad and open and does not create limitations or beliefs that anyone must follow. Self serving
advantage is not sought. There is only service to the all…

Qualities Worth Nurturing

Wisdom: The power or faculty of forming the finest and truest judgment in any matter 
presented for consideration; a knowledge of people and things gained by experience.

Judgment: The determination of the degree of alignment or misalignment of something with 
the ideal.

Discernment: The faculty of distinguishing the essential differences. 

Discretion: The ability to avoid mistakes; to separate aligned actions from misaligned action; 
selecting the best means to accomplish a purpose.

Sagacious: Keenly perceptive, discerning, of human motives and actions.

Sincerity: Being real, without pretense or fault.

Humane: Consideration for the sensibilities of others and sympathy with their needs of 
suffering; kindness; a disposition to relieve distress, whether of humans or animals, and to 
treat all creatures kindly.

Now What?

 Over the next few minutes to 24 hours write down five items, projects, relationships, 
clients or students that/with whom you have “felt stuck” and are experiencing little or no 
progress with.

 Locate where you are on the Scale of and decide your next step to achieving success in
that area.  

 Now, do it!
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Level State of Being Being-ness Defined Suggested Program Comments/Creative Ideas

0

I am in a state of - 
"Confusion"

Uncertain what effort will produce 
a result. Waiting for something to 
happen. Pirorities are unclear. 
Attention wanders. No production.

Undertake something. Create a to do 
list. Prioritize the list in order of 
importance. Make your intentions 
known to others. 

1

I am in a state of - 
"Struggle"

There are obstructions. Effort is 
expended, but there is almost no 
progress. It feels like you want to 
give up and try something else.

Find someone who is producing 
results and study them. Locate a 
mentor. Do trial and error research 
until something is revealed to you.

2

I am in a state of -     
"Some Results"

Effort has been required to repeat 
difficult steps, to cope, backtrack 
and  to re-do procedures, but in 
the end small results do occur.

Divide projects into steps/stages that 
can be ordered, repeated and 
practiced. If at first you do not 
succeed try once more, differently.

3

I am in a state of - 
"Frustration"

There is a dip in performance. It 
worked and now it doesn't. Results 
seem more by chance than by 
design or effort. Why, is not clear.

Slow down, back up and review. 
Handle doubt and confusion. Stop 
judging yourself and discover what 
will work in a thoughtful manner.

4

I am in a state of - 
"Routine Performance"

A certain amount of effort is 
producing a certain amount of 
results. Connection between effort 
and results may not be apparent.

Continue to work at it regularly. 
Establish resources. Focus energy into 
efforts with proven results. Mentor 
others who are in struggle.

5

I am in a state of - 
"Confidence"

Attention energy is available for 
handling details. Quantity and 
quality are improving. Momentum 
is increasing as I tap into it. 

Expand responsibility. Repair or 
eliminate faulty areas. Identify other 
needs. Increase productive efforts. 
Locate empowered colleagues.

6

I am in a state of - 
"Leading" 

Production of quality results is 
increasing as the result of good 
management. Maturity is felt. Inner 
confidence is recognized.

Standarize/document procedures.  
Train, supervise, delegate and share 
work. Create a self sustaining 
business in collaboration with others. 

7

I am in a state of - 
"Enlightenment"

There is an absence of external 
restriction/limitation. Self 
determined willfullness and flow is 
present to act and achieve results.

Perform selfless service to others. 
Look for intuitive guidance for the 
next movement toward enlightened 
ways of being in the world/business.


